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SYNOPSIS 

 

 Katniss Everdeen was born in district 12. She must to be moved to district 

13 because Capitol attack all district except district 13. She has mother and sister, 

her father was died when she was child. Her mother and her sister always gives 

her spirit to still alive. She is also spirit to still alive when she must to be 

Mockingjay, to invite and follow rebels in all districts with making a propaganda 

video to be shown in all district. Moreover, the Capitol attacks district 13 with 

bomb that is threatening both for her selves and her family. Katniss and peoples in 

district 13 are still alive since four days living in the bunker. After that, she goes 

to Capitol for rebellion in order to gain better life. Katniss goes to district 8 to 

record her propaganda video and she has to be looked as a good and perfect girl in 

the video. In district 8, she is looking for many people specializing in homemade 

stretchers of wheelbarrows, carts, slung across shoulders, and clenched tight in 

arms.  

 Capitol‟s bombs attack toward district 13. Four days later, bunker missiles 

falls over this period causes damage. The bomb from Capitol spreads out for few 

hours so that when they think the raid is over, there is another blast sends shock 

waves that challenge their guts. This kind of situation aims to lock people rather 

than to decimate them. The second propaganda video is taken in entrance of 

district 13 after Capitol attacks with bomb for three days. And after the better 

atmosphere occurred in district 13, Katniss uses the situation to make propaganda 
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video to show in other district. Hence, Katniss is able to survive and all the 

citizens in district 13 are also still alive.  

 The hard action of Katniss Everdeen to gain better life begins when she 

goes to Capitol passing through district 12. The transportation area has been set up 

outside the fire zone and there is no luxury trains at this time, but a cargo car 

packs to the limit with soldiers in their dark gray uniforms. After Katniss travels 

for a couple of days, she disembarks then makes a move toward mountain‟s 

tunnels leading to the Capitol. There, she has a rest for six hours tracking on foot 

and taking care to step only on a glowing green paint line that marks safe passage 

to the air above.  

 Moreover, she continues to travel to the Capitol and she slowly proceeds 

down the hazy street, just like one of exercises in the Block. The situation shows 

that it is still early toward her rebellion. Deafening gunfire when bomb blast a 

path across the stones toward the far end of the block, Katniss yanks backward, 

loses her grip on Boggs and slams into the stones of Katniss‟s shelter in an 

apartment in Capitol. Katniss and Homes lunge back to Boggs to drag Boggs 

inside the apartment. When Boggs‟s death is exposed in the street, she is the 

leader of her team. The situation makes Katniss scary, but she puts aside the 

feeling in order to get better life and win the rebellion. 

 Katniss walks as the first to ensure that roads are safe enough to be passed 

over. When she runs through the fifth block, Katniss realizes that it is safe enough 

then she chooses apartments located a two-thirds of the way down the block and 

devised a plan to shelter (286). Struggle of Katniss is very dangerous and it also 
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describes the situation that possibly makes her dead when she has a wrong step, 

but she succeeds to pass the obstacles which is not easy. The result of the trial is, 

that she is not proven guilty of such actions because the president Coin has an 

intention to hold the Hunger Games for kids of the Capitol. In addition, it doesn't 

make any difference to the leadership of President Snow. The goal in this 

rebellion is to erase Hunger Games again in her life and people around them in 

order to gain better life. She gets freedom for her life. Haymitch invites her to 

come back home in district 12. She is agree with Haymitch‟s invitation to come 

back in district 12. Even though the place gives many bad memories for Katniss, 

but she believes that she is able to continue her life and turns it to be better. 

 When she arrives in district 12, she returns to hunt and process them as 

food. Katniss finds her life more worthy when Peeta comes back to district 12 

then she decides to live a better life with Peeta. Finally the struggle of Katniss 

Everdeen to gain a better life is accomplished and she feels the happiness when 

the struggle her rebellion succeeds. After that she is marriage with Peeta and she 

has two children‟s.  
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